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Building partnerships

In fact, the degree to which we could maintain honesty and openness, and our ongoing commitment to SLAA, and the extent to
which all this could be shared with another, would be the barometer of whether or not there was a possibility of developing a
partnership with that person.
The Augustine fellowship, S.L.A.A. Page 153

SLAA Helpline (727) 896-SLAA
Step 4: Made a searching and
fearless moral inventory of ourselves.
Tradition 4: Each group should
be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or
S.L.A.A. as a whole.
Sign of Recovery 4: We learn
to avoid situations that may put
us at risk physically, morally,
psychologically or spiritually.
Concept 4: The “Right of Par-

ticipation” is maintained by allowing members the opportunity
to cast one vote up to the level
at which they are trusted servants.
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We realized that there was a basic loneliness which had made us afraid to be alone.
So we had made lovers feel guilty over
Each group should be autonomous except in matleaving us, or we had slept with strangers.
ters affecting other groups or S.L.A.A. as a whole – The fear that we were not or could not be
S.L.A.A. Core Documents, “The Twelve Traditions” deserving of real love lead us to make excessive sacrifices to parents or lovers, to
I’ve been such a rebel my whole life but when I first
flirt with everyone to prove we were attractive, and to lie to impress others…in this
heard this tradition, I left. A bunch of ego-driven adrealization was the beginning of compasdicts allowed to do whatever they want, I thought.
sion, our first glimpse of self forgiveness.
There will be chaos! But I went to different S.L.A.A.
The Augustine fellowship, S.L.A.A. Page 81
meetings every day in the first few years of recovery
and didn’t see too many problems. Every meeting voted to follow a pretty standard format that they got from
the F.W.S. office or other meetings. They may have
had non-conference approved literature that they wanted to read but someone usually brought it up at a business meeting. If it was too far away from the Twelve
Steps, it was voted out. This tradition tells me to be
mindful that I affect others. I can’t just make unilateral
decisions in my meetings that would affect another
meeting, any other service body or even people in the
meeting itself. I’ve learned the quality of considering
other people’s needs and making my decisions. I don’t
come from a place of love addiction, trying to entrap
people, or trying to defend myself in case they get
mad. It’s not codependent consideration. It’s recognizing that people are autonomous and they have their
needs that are separate from my own. I can do what I
want as long as it doesn’t affect other groups or SLAA
as a whole.

June 18
THE FOURTH TRADITION

I am mindful of how my behavior affects others and
I place principles before personalities.
A State of Grace, Daily Meditations, Pg. 170
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When we first saw the words “moral inventory,“
we had recoiled an alarm. Surely such a task
would be too massive or too unnerving! However,
to our surprise we found that there came a point
when we approached this task without fear, because we had come to terms with step three. As
we surrendered to the God of our understanding,
we found ourselves having “intuitions“: stay away
from here, call this friend, go here instead of there,
and so on. We came to trust the guidance that was
helping us navigate away from the old addictive
patterns. The Augustine fellowship, S.L.A.A., Pg. 79

I have been online dating since the summer of 2013. I
have been on forty-four first dates. One of those led
to a lovely (now ex)-boyfriend, some led to threemonth long dating periods, some led to active sex and
love addiction insanity...
The whole time, I have had my trusty dating plan,
sponsor and S.L.A.A. home group to “keep me in the
boat”- the fantastic boat that is S.L.A.A. sobriety. I
came close at times to losing my bottom-line sobriety
(no pursuit of unavailable people- so no double texting or emailing; and no sex outside of a committed
and monogamous relationship). However, I have
overall really enjoyed the process of online dating.
I think it's fun to read about people- it's a way to
learn more about New York City, about men, about
myself, about culture. I am grateful that this technology exists. I have heard that 30% of marriages now
come from online dating. I am glad I have the sobriety
and recovery in place to help me navigate this world.
What has worked for me: wishing the best for the

men online, even when they rub me the wrong way in
some way.
Bookending the dates with my sponsor. Sharing my
profile with others in program. Taking my sponsors
advice to “keep swiping” when I got addicted to certain guys in the rooms, my ex-boss, certain unavailable online men.... Asking men out for a date when the
back-and-forth texting has been sufficient.
Refraining from doing any messaging or swiping while
on the job (didn't do that perfectly). Honoring my
bedtime (didn't do that perfectly either!). And of
course, working all the Steps and tools. Thank you,
S.L.A.A. for a fun five years! I have the acceptance
that it didn't lead to baby and marriage like I thought
it would. But it did lead to continued sobriety, more
experience, freedom from active anorexia and some
good stories and jokes for me to tell on stage! Thank
you.
—KaraB., Brooklyn,NY
The Journal
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We will do our best to keep this List updated to reflect changes in SLAA In-Person locations
or Online meetings. Please contact our Helpline to notify us of any Meeting Changes.
CLICK HERE FOR OUR CURRENT MEETING LIST: (it’s updating regularly)
https://tampabayslaa.org/find-a-meeting/
IN NEED OF A PHONE MEETING? CLICK HERE: https://slaafws.org/telephonemeetings
PHONE: (727) 896-7522 (Helpline)
EMAIL: Help@tampabayslaa.org

